
Let’s Talk About Your 
Treatment

During your care in our clinic we will be closely
monitoring your improvement levels, and
adjusting your treatment frequency as needed.
To do this we will graph your progress, typically
on a monthly basis. You play a very important
role in determining the improvement levels
shown on this graph. As your health improves
and you move up this graph, we will need to see
you less and less often as your body is healing!

What is Relief Care vs. Stabilization Care?
We consider your problem (symptom) relieved
when you have told us 3 visits in a row that it is
at least 80% better. That tells us the
improvement is both significant and consistent.
However, we should not stop treatment at this
point, as the problem will typically return if you do
not make sure the improvement will hold. That’s
where stabilization comes in.

Stabilization care is necessary, because, while it
is important to relieve your problems, we still
have to get at the root cause of that problem.

Lets look at it this way:
Say you have a leak in your roof. Every time it
rains you have a big puddle of water on your
floor. The “symptom” of your leaky roof is the
wet floor, but the cause of your problem is the
hole in the roof.

Do you just put a bucket on the floor to catch the
water? You could, and while you get some relief
from your wet floor (your symptom), you still
have a leaky roof. You cannot just Band-Aid
the symptom, you have to fix the root cause of
your problem; the leaky roof!
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When it comes to addressing your
symptoms, Chinese Medicine and Western
Medicine have a very different approach.

Let’s look at some common symptoms:
insomnia, fatigue, back pain, headaches,
allergies, acid reflux, low libido, stress and
anxiety. According to Western medicine, these
are all different health issues with different
causes, for which they typically use a different
prescription medication to try to treat each one
individually. The big problem with these
medications is that they do not address the root
cause of the problem. They just mask or
suppress the symptom. How do we know this?
Because when you stop taking the drug, the
symptom returns. For example, if you were to
stop taking high blood pressure medication,
what would happen to your blood pressure? It
would go back up again. If you stop taking a
drug for acid reflux, your reflux would
return. These drugs do not address what is
causing your problem, they are simply
suppressing the symptom of that problem.

Chinese Medicine is designed to get to the root
cause of the problem, in order to help the body
to actually heal. The information you provided
is crucial in helping us to determine where your
problems are emanating from, so that we
may address them at their source.


